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Abstract—This paper describes a
general method to detect humans when
the person is under partial occlusion in
still images. The random subspace
method (RSM) is chosen for building a
classifier ensemble robust against
partial occlusions. In this proposed
method which does not require manual
labelling of body parts, defining any
semantic spatial components, or using
additional data coming from motion or
stereo. Moreover, the method can be
easily extended to other object classes.
The experiments are performed on
three large datasets: the INRIA person
dataset, the Daimler Multicue dataset,
and a new challenging dataset, called
PobleSec, in which a considerable
number of targets are partially
occluded. The experimental results show
that our detector outperforms state-ofthe-art approaches in the presence of
partial occlusions, while offering
performance and reliability similar to
those of the holistic approach on nonoccluded data. The datasets used in our
experiments have been made publicly
available for benchmarking.

I INTRODUCTION
HUMAN DETECTION is the key part in
the systems of human-centred image
retrieval, visual surveillance, pedestrian
detection, and gait recognition, home
automation, robot sensing. Detecting
humans is a challenging task due to major
difficulties coming from the wide
variability of the target, such as the shape,
clothing or pose;

and the external factors, such as the
scenario,
illumination,
and
partial
occlusions.
In this paper, we focus on human detection
in static images. Note that detecting
humans in a static image (i.e., a single
image or a video frame) is more
challenging than in an image sequence.
Given a static image, no motion
information can be used to model the
background and provide clues for object
detection.
Most promising methods of the state-ofthe-art rely on discriminative learning
paradigms. Along this line, researchers
have been mostly working on two different
issues: extracting features [5]–[9], and
classification through machine learning
algorithms [5], [6], [10]–[13]. State-of-theart approaches canbe divided into two
groups: holistic, which rely on detecting
the target as a whole, and part-based,
which combine the detection of different
parts the body . Holistic methods offer
robustness with respect to illumination,
background and texture changes, whereas
part based methods are advantageous for
different poses [3]. In all cases, the
presence of partial occlusions causes a
significant degradation of performance,
even for part-based methods which are
supposed to be robust in that respect [3].
As expected, detection in the presence of
partial occlusions has sparked significant
interest [7], [14]–[18]. For instance, an
accident in which a vehicle hits a
pedestrian is likely to occur when the
pedestrian is not in full view to the driver,
e.g., when it appears from behind a parked
car. Captured in a sequence of images,
several frames prior to the accident will
contain a partially occluded human figure.
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Therefore, accurate detection in the
presence of partial occlusion is of
paramount importance when building
driver assistance systems.
Current methods for handling occlusion
lack generalization, either because
additional information is required (coming
from manual annotations of the parts or
from other sensors), or
they are tied to a specific object class [7],
[15], [16], [18]. Therefore, our aim is to
introduce a general method for automatic,
accurate and robust detection of human
figures in the presence of partial occlusion.
The proposed approach brings several
benefits: 1)the approach is generic,
therefore applicable to any class of objects;
2) as the random subspace classifiers are
trained in the original space, no further
feature extraction is required; 3) the
detection is done on monocular intensity
images,

II RELATED WORK
Dai et al. [14] propose a part-based
method for face and car detection. The method
consists of a set of substructure detectors, each
of which is composed of detectors related to
the different parts of the object. The
disadvantage of this method is that the
different parts of the object need to be
manually labelled in the training dataset, in
particular, eight parts for face detection and
seven parts for cars.
Wang et al. [7] propose a new scheme to
handle occlusions. More concretely, the
response at a local level of the histograms of
oriented gradients (HOG) [6] descriptor is
used to determine whether or not such local
region contains a human figure. Then, by
segmenting the binary responses over the
whole Window, the algorithm infers the
possible occlusion. If the segmentation process
does not lead to a consistent positive or
negative response for the entire window, an
upper/lower-body classifier is applied. The
drawback of this method is that it makes use
of a pre-defined spatial layout that

characterizes a pedestrian but not any other
object class
Gao et al. [17] tackle occlusions by
identifying and using in the training process,
cells of pixels that belong to the object in the
bounding box. This method outputs not just
the detection, but also the inferred
segmentation. However, this method requires
the tedious task of manual labelling all the
cells that belong to the object in the training
set.
Girshicket al. [18] propose an extension of
the deformable part-based detector [11] with
occlusion handling. Specifically, the method
tries to place the different body parts over the
window. Then, if some of the parts are not
matched, the method tries to fit in their
designated place occluding objects learned
from the data. The obvious inconvenience of
such an approach is the need of learning the
objects that occlude the target. Besides, to
extend the method to other classes, different
occlusion reasoning has to be defined.

III PROPOSED SYSTEM
1. Proposal Outline
We propose a system which handles
partial occlusions and detects partially
occluded people. We use a block based
feature vector and this feature vector is
classified by a two stage classifier. The first
block feature vector is fed to the holistic
classifier which classifies the object as not
occluded or in the ambiguous range. If the
block feature is in the ambiguous range then
the feature vector is passed on to the next
stage of the classifier which is the ensemble
classifiers. The ensemble classifiers apply
occlusion inference algorithm and determine if
the block feature vector is classified as having
partially occluded portions or not. The
ensemble is applied only when partial
occlusion is suspected by passing through a
holistic classifier.
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inference stage. An SVM can be trained
and used as the classifier in this case.
3.Occlusion inference and posterior
reasoning

Fig 1.Occlusion handling Scheme.

2. Block Representation
The system uses a block-based
representation of the image and is one of
the mostpopular representation of feature
vectors for detecting humans in images. A
block is a subdivided portion of the image
as shown below. Blocks can be
overlapping also.

The occlusion inference process is
applied when the output from the holistic
classifier is ambiguous. In this case, each
feature vector from each block is passed
onto a local classifier which takes an input
from the ithblock of the window and
provides as output the likelihood that the
block belongs to a pedestrian or is a part of
the occluding object or background. The
algorithm that is applied for classification
of each block is shown in algorithm1.
If all the values after segmentation
denoted by the symbols s1' till sm' are
positive it means that there is no occlusion,
if all are negative it means they are a part
of background, part positive and part
negative means that there is an occlusion.
The segmentation algorithm used in the
system is based on the mean shift
algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for occlusion
inference.

Fig.2 .Block-based representation. From left to
right, the original input, then the division into
blocks (note that Blocks can overlap), and finally,
the feature descriptor

We extract the HOG feature vector
for each block in the image and all feature
vectors for all blocks in the image are
concatenated to form the feature vector
which is passed on to the holistic
classifier. The higher the value output by
the holistic classifier the higher is the
confidence level that there is a pedestrian
in the image. All values which fall in the
ambiguous range of [-2, 1] are passed on
to the next stage which is the occlusion

Input: B1, . . . ,Bm
Output: Found partial occlusion
Procedure:
foreachi∈ 1, . . . ,m do
Calculate li(Bi);
si := sign(li(Bi));
end
(s’1, . . . , s’m) := seg(s1, . . . , sm);
if | ∑s’I ≠ mthen
return true;// There are occluded
blocks
else
return
false;//
Object
or
Background
end
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Algorithm 2: Random subspace classifiers
pseudo code.
Input: Training dataset D = {(xj, lj)|1 ≤ j≤
n}, T
Output: g1, . . . ,gT
Procedure:
I := {1, . . . ,m};
J := {∅};
k := 1;
while k ≤ T do
Randomly select a subset Jk⊂I with Jk≠∅;
Given Jk generate the according (r1, . . .
,rm);
(r’1, . . . , r’m):=seg(r1, . . . , rm);
Obtain J’k from (r’1, . . . ,r’m);
if | ∑ r’I≠m∧J’k∈ J then
Train gk in Dk = {(P’k(xj), lj)|1 ≠j≠n};
J :=J∪ {J’k};
k := k + 1;
end

based on the classifier selection. The best N
classifiers out of these are chosen and a
validation set is used to determine the subset
of the classifiers that work well when
combined together. The combined decision
of the ensemble is defined as where the
individual classifiers g1 to gSare weighted by
a weight w1 to wSrespectively .The
algorithm for the subspace classifiers is
given below.

III

RESULTS

An Image is taken as input and the image is
shown below in fig.3.1

4. Ensemble of Local Classifiers
Given all the blocks of the window,
we choose at random only a subset of these
blocks during an iteration. An individual
classifier is trained using these block
features as input. The process is repeated for
different subsets of the blocks in the
window. For each subset of the blocks we
train an individual classifier. The binary
image is constructed based on the blocks
selected in the window and a segmentation
algorithm is applied to the resulting binary
image. The result of the segmentation is
another binary image from which blocks that
have are positive are chosen. We then check
if the subspace defined by the new binary
image can be defined, if it cannot be defined
it implies that a classifier defined by this
subspace has already been trained. We move
on to the next subspace, else we train a new
classifier defined by this subspace. We thus
have a set of trained classifiers ranging from
g1 to gT. The final ensemble is then decided

Fig 3.1.this is an input image

Fig 3.2.this is an output image

Fig3.2 shows the final output where the
human present in the image is represented
by yellow rectangular block even when the
human body is partially occluded by exterior
object(vehicles in this case).
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